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ABSTRACT
,

This study was multidimensional: (1) it measured affective
change for students in a college T group; (2) it explored the union
laptween traditional learning theorists, gestaltists, field theorists,
third-force and humanistic theorists. .

4, The study .was designed to measure students' affective change
through the applicat'.on of the human-relations, sensitivity-training,
T-group approach. The actual group was a course offered in the
undergraduate sociology curriculum at the College of .DuPage, Omega
College, Glen Ellyn, Illinois. The research effort was facilitated by
the practicum program of Nova University, Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
and the Office of Institutional Research at the College of DuPage.

The inspection of this course is accomplished through the ad-
ministration of an 150-question inventory designed by E. Shostrom,
which is based upon the concepts set forth by a leading third-force
theorist, Abraham Maslow. The inventory sets out to measure self-
actualizatien and has been used extensively in therapy as a positive
indices to examine mental health. An emerging literature is now
evolving in which the POI is being used in 'human relations situations.
The two factors measured in this practicum were: (1) behavioral
change as shown by the group m score on the Time Competency
Scale; and, (2) behavioral. change as shown by..the group m score
on the scale measuring for locus of control, Inner Directed Scale.

The major null hypotheses were in two categories: (1) There
will be no difference in each statistical group's pre- and post-test
mean scores on the POI measuring- time competency; and, (2) There
will be no difference in each statistical group's pre- and post-test
mean scores on the POI measuring support .

The lengthy inventory was administered' to 13 sample subjects
(s) before the course began. The subjects then participated in a
semi-intensive, nonresidential, T-group experience over two con-
secutive weekends (six days in all). Nine days after the first admin-
istration of the inventory, the POI was readministered.

The data returned significant results after a t test was per -
formed on the two major scales. The data revealed significant
changes over the two scales measuring: (1) an individual's ability-
to utilize time in the present as shown on the Time Competency
Scale; and, (2) an individual's ability not to be overly directed by
others as shown on the Inner-Directed Scale.

The probability level fdr the Tc Scale was approximately .02
and the 4 for the I Scale was between . 02 and . 05. The two null
hypotheses were rejected at t.05 (12 df).

Residual data are also reported., I

i
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From: "Interpersonal Relationships: U. S. A. 2000"

"Each child will learn that he
is a person of worth,
because he has unique and worthwhile capacities,

He will learn how to be
o himself in a group--

to listen but als o
to speak,
to learn about himself,, but also
to confront and
give feedback to others .

He will learn to be
an individual, not a faceless conformist.

face.

He will learn, throtigh simulations
to meet many of the 1.,ife problems he will

Carl Rogers
JABS, 1968 (p. 274 )
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CILIPTEft I

, ,r 'INTRODUCTION,'

SpITEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.

7. 7

--/

This is an examination of .a relatively new approach to educa-

tion and college learning groups: What is to be measured is, whether

atr behaviOral change will'result in subject-learners who tak' part

in a semi-intensive, hwnan-relationS, training-group laboratory

course in sociology-social psychology. The behavioral change) to be

niteasured is the .level of self-actualization and the basic measure-

ment instrument to be utilized `will be a pre- and postadministration ,11

of E.L. Shostrom's Personal Orientation Inventory (POI).

That which follows is a quasii.experimental study in applied

learning theory. Some of 'the conditions influencing the outcome of

the course design are fixed in_natural home settings outside the con-

trol of the instructor-trainer.

The fundamental theoretical underpinning utilized-in the jearn-.
.

ing groups somewhat unique to traditional learning theory. The

basic apprEia-th---of-the---learning_groups will be one advocated
aP

by third-
.

'force theorists and one found.sin third-force psychology. Such

4*
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theorists are concerned with "fully functioning persons" (to use Carl

Roger's terrQ).....or "self-actualizing persons" (following A. Maslow's .

lead). 1

The learning theory to be applied is housed in the gestalt oon-

cept. and finds its roots in Kurt Lewin's social psychology and field

theOry. Its circuit is continued by such writers. as Seeley in soci-

ology as well as Rogers, Maslow and Knowles in the humanistic

movement.

This study is an revaluation of one course model in sOciology -

being taught at Omega College, a cluster within the C011ege of
rte, . ,

DuPage (C/D.), Glen Ellyn, Illinois. It is a course that is part of
14humaniAic education and third-forCe theory. The course, entitled..

"Social Comrhunications, " adapts the T group or encounter group as

a- basic. vehicle for approaching 'the 'student-learner', Terry O'Banion

and April O'Co'nnell write about the term "encounter, saying. "As

a new philosophy and a methodology for living, this new approach -
to relating to each other has the possibility, we believe, of

. 1 But it is the clinical psychologists, especially thiise' who iden-
tify themselves as humanistic, who have concerned themselves most
deeply with pi-oblems of learning. The humanisgc psycholOgists
speak of themSelves as 'third-force psychologists. Malcolm

-The AdultLearnert----A Neglected Species (1-1o1A-tom--Gulf
Publishing Co. , 1973), p. 30.

/
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cementing our rapidly. fragmenting society.`rl Interestingly, many
\ as

third-force theorists ,and radical and applied sociologists are develop=

ing similar 'action-oriented approaches to society, moving from tra-..

ditional sociological positions of value -free noninvorvement,to roles=

Of change agentr3i. -

This writer will attempt to respond to- specific concerns, about
. -

the Social Communications model, one such concern involving the.
.

dpgree of learning, if any, occurring in.the course model. Through

report
. the research design of the study, this. wr iter, will attempt to

to the reader significant' changes of measured. learnthgs.

In essence, this work will evaluate one prograrri, at the College

of DuPage for inspection by colleagues and deans. The data--

shar'ed for, continued hopefully resulting in
t 1

Curriculum re-
. . , , / L

finement in a relatively new area of the behavioral. sciences which

is o tside the Wibre traditional learning pproaches .
. .

t HYPOTHESES
4

`;'The procedure that is to follow in this study is statistical in

type with the following hypotheses 'stated in the '(1-1o) null form:
1.

, . . , ,
)

Ter ey 0,13anion and April 19,keonnell, The Shared Journey: .tiAn

Introduction to Encounter (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1970), p. xii.

Y.

a

a
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Ho--Time Competent Scale (Tc)

1. There -will be no difference- in each statistical group's pre-
and post-test mean (m) scores on the POI measuring time
competency (Tp Scale).

Ho-:-Inner-Direcied Scale (I)

2. There will be no difference in each statistical group's pre-
and PZist-testmean (m) scores on the POI meaSuring, the
support ,(I Scale).

'TABLE I

The Null Hypothesis

H . r--. m2

J ,

The preceeding two hypotheses have been expressed in the null

o;rn with each alternate hypothesis (Hi) being that there will be a

significant° difference in post-examination scored.

$

--Tc Scale,HI

3. Thdre will be a iiifference on each statistical group's pare-
.and post-testmean (m) scores measuring time competency

(Tc Scale).

. Scale

4. There will be'.--a difference on each statistical group's pre-
and post-testmean (m) scores measuring support.

13
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TABLE II

The Alternate Hypothesis

Hl : m i*Lr_12

Before this paper is shifted into an examination called the

"Background" to this project, a brief discussion is in order _so that

a" clearer understanding regarding the nature of the statistical hypo-

theses will cc cur as well as an appreciation for the con§truotion of

the research question.

In a discussion of behavioral science and statistics taken. from

-'a larger:--work, The Handbook of General Psychology, A. Binder

calls the attention of the researcher to three phases: -"(1) experi-

mentation or environmental evaluation and measurement, (2). statis-

tical analysis, and 13) interpretation. t.1 Professor Binder writes

that the middle phase is only a bridge between phases one and three

', and. has ono independent status .

In the first phase concerning environmental analysis, Binder

-notes that the researcher "makes his observations"2 which usually

it

'Arnold Binder, "The Statistical Method, " Handbook of General
Psychology, ed. Benjemin B. Wolman (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Inc.,. 1973), p. 50.

2Ibia.

14
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result in numbers collections and operations of measurements: "the

observations sometimes lead to classifications that are not obviously

numerical. I, 1 However, Binder notes that the results can be given

by an arrangement of, numerals and cites an illustration which is a

basic and useful model for making -decisions about the two pre- and

postpopulation scores found in the POI:

For example, suppose patients' in a hospital are' classi-',-
fled as schizophrenic or not schizophrenic. If one as-
signs the numeral 1 to schizophrenics and 0 to non-
schizophrenics, then the numerical average is equal to
the proportion of schizophrenics in a group. One can
then perform the tests involving means and make mean-
ingful interpretations. in terms of relative frequencies.2

The sample mean post-test score will be compared to 'the ,pre-

. test scare. The difference in scores will be examined in terms of

the t test for. correlated means.

ORIENTATION OF THE PAPER y.

This report is in two parts: Part I include-6 the first three

chapters; Part II includes Chapters IV through V. Chapter

briefly describes the research problem and the 'theoretical under-

pinning of the applied research, effort, followed by a del iniation of
1

2
Ibid.

V
V
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8 ,
'the hypotheses. The hypotheses are stated in the null form con-

...

noting testing for participant behavior2l change as measured by a

mean difference score on a pre- and postadministered inventory. In

'an attempt to be clear about. language, the section to follow lists

important terms and their definitions as found in this study.
o''

. Chapter, II reviews some of the literature in learning theory as

it re-lateS to this topic. Before a treatment of the research litera-..

tune occurs, the background for this study is shared: this section

attempts to show the broad need that exists inside one institution

z

r

for an investigation via the learning theory perspective of a specific

human-relations cburse:approach. The literature review attempts to

unite- learning.,,theory througf1 the gestalt school which houses the

field theory and ,which-in turn has sheltered Lewin's topological and

vector theories of pSychology. From Lewin's writings have 'come

concepts 'that bring together this one wing of the behavioral sciences

with the, third-16;ce the9rists, particularly Maslow. With the ap-

proaches of th4ese third -force theorists the.o

humanistic psychology and sOcictogy'.4 The

literature is linked to

chapter, continues with a

discussion of Maslow's concept of self-actualization and a discussion

ofthe, POI. used for measuring this concept. The POI literature is

, finally reviewed as

under examination.

it pertains to the. Social Communications course

6
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The work shifts to Chapter III which presents the "Procedures

and Methodology" area of investigation. It begins with a restatement

of the question and quickly discusses the study in terms of its limi-

tations, especially the quasi-experimental controls affecting the data.

For any study of this kind to proceed, basic assumptions' are needed

to be shared before the data can be properly reviewed. Next, a

discuSsion is written regarding "Procedures for Collecting Data. ft

It begins with a description of the pilot or prototype design and

follows with a description of the resulting final design from which

the actual sample is taken. The POI instrument, which was used

to measure the scores of the two pre- and postsamples, and the

-resulting data are reviewed. The chapter, concludes with "Proced-
.

ures for Treating the Data."

Chapter IV contains the actual group mean data scores from

the POI pre- and postsamples. Residual` data resulting from- the

subscales and ratio scores is also reported in this chapter.

The last chapter, Chapter V, briefly reviews tthe entire study

and then continues with a discussion of the significance 'of this work

for the College of DuPage and some specific oticomes. At this

point' the limitations of the study are again reconstructed as new

sign posts for the reader to heed. ChapterV ends with a

17
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recommendation for further studies, with the last paragraph re-

viewing the Ho in terms of future directions.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

In an attempt to be clear about the language iised in this re-

search effort and to comthunicate accurately the research findings,

this section will list some terms and their meanings as used by the

writer of this report.

1. POI: Personal Orien6.tion Inventory, designed by a third-

foice theorist, E.L. Shostrom, 'based upon the concepts of A. Maslow

containing 150 paired questions with results reported on twos major

cales

2. Level of self-actualization: that which' is measured pri-

manly by the two. major scales of the POI, time competency and

inner-directedness.

3. Third force: a movement in the behavioral sciences con-

cerned with the study and development of fully-functioning persons.

5. Omega College: a cluster college within the College of

DuPage containing 1800 (almost exclusively) liberal arts students.

6. T group and encounter group: a small group of between

eight and 14 participants focused on "here,, and now" issues and

locus of control within one's own culture. It is unstructured, with

8
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a climate of free expression and open communication, needing ex-

tensive time to develop. It was first initiated by the Massachusetts

_Institute of Technology and the NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral

Science in 1946-47 by Kurt Lewin, Kenneth Benne, L. Bradford,

Ronald Lippitt and Morton Deutsch.

7. The time-competent person (as on the Tc Scale): one who

lives primarily in the present ("here and now") with full awareness,

contact, and full-feel reactivity.

8. The time-incompetent person (as on the Ti Scale): refer-
,

ring.,to a person behaving as though he or she' is living in the

future or past ("there and then").

9. The inner-directed person (as on the I Scale): referring

to an individual whose source of direction is inner-guided by inter-
..

nal rather than external influences (or controlled from within).

10. Locus of control: a trait dimension hypothesized by

J. Rotter which reflects the degree to which people attribute events

to their own actions or to circumstances beyond their control.

11. Pragnanz: a law of equilibrium, compact but significant.

12. "Here and' now": that which occupies the present, in the

space of life Occupied by this moment.

13. Group:. two or more interdependent and interacting in-
,.

diyiduals on one or more dim lions who are aware of the existence

1.9
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of the group and their membership in it.

14. Social interaction: the content and form of what` people

are doing with- one another; the "what" and "how" of action.

15. Practicum: an action-oriented approach to research based

.upon a pontraditional research style.

16. Gestalt psychology: Knowles states this is "within the

family of field theories--theories which propose that the total pattern

or field of forces, stimuli, or events determine learning:""1

17. Phenomenologists: theorists concerned with the study of

the progressive development of the person. Knowles sees them

(among others) as individuals who acknowledge self-actualization as

a driving force motivating man's behavior.2

18. Humanistic sociology: a perspective"that would understand

man from a holistic view, seeing man not in a vacuum (the ifidivid-

ual apart from society) but seeing man as living in action (the crea-

tion of self as a process developed through interaction). "A human-

istic sociology would study the degree to which specific values and

1,

Malcolm Knowles, The Adult Learner: A Neglected Species.
(Houston: Gulf Publishing Co., 1973), p. 25.

2
Ibid.

O

20
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institutions based on those values, facilitate or hinder the 'good'

society.

19. Semi-intensive group: a T group that meets for roughly

55 hours over a six-day period in a nonresidential. format. A major

characteristic is lengthy extensionb of time outside the physical

classroom where the grow meets_ as opposedto-traditiona1=-90--min-:--

ute in-class periods. Although this definition is unique to this study,

the semi-intensive group must be contrasted with the more intensive

live-in, 10-day laboratories held by NTL'at Bethel, Maine, or the
,.1

once'-a-week programs of 100 minutes duration for 10 weeks as is

now being attempted by some schools .

1John F. Glass and John R, Staude, editors, Humanistic
Society: Today's Challenge to Sociology (Pacific Palisaides, Calif.:
Goodyear Publishing Co., 1972), pp. 8-9.

21



CHAPTER II

THE BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

CHAPTER INTRODUCTION_;__

The Need for Background

This study is an attempt to initiate a number of footbridges

between diverse academic-practioner populations and the sphere of

students that they influence. A most certain comfort exists for in-

dividuals in the teaching of college courses and for individuals in the

study of college courses when those courses contain substantial

amounts of material in the cognitive domain of learning. Low-level

objectives to be measured (such as knowledge for recall) can be
1

identified and tested with a high degree of certainty. Yet, higher-

level cognitive objectives become increasingly, difficult to measure,

and objectives in'the affective domain are seldom attempted, for con-

trolled measurement (if recognized at all) beyond the basic level

(such as "receiving -- attending. ". . . 1.0 level).
2

10n a scale from 1.0 to 6.0 such an objective has been rated as
a 1.0 level objective; see Benjamin S. Bloom et a1 . , Taxonomy of Ed-
ucational Objectives, Handbook I: Cognitive Domain (New York: David
McKay Co., 1956).

2Barton R . Herrs cher-aImplementing _Individualized Instruction
(Houston, Texas:. ArCh...vem Company Publishers, 1971), p. 29.

22
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The acquisition of information and the mastery of thought

through the cognitive and/or the affective domain, although related

and important, are not .central for ihe purpose of this study. What

is important is to communicate to colleagues (teacher and learner

alike -) -theideas--that:

1. A humanistic movement exists in the social and behavioral,

sciences which is beginning to fo.ster academically accredited courses

existing primarily, although not exclusively, in the affective domain

of learning; and,

2. This movement must and can be measured.

A practioner-theoretician must' demonstrate in `-the social

behavioral sciences that learning programs in the affective domain,
,(such. as those in human relations training) are base'd on a solid

academic foundation. John Losak writes: c.

In theory, instruction should be derived from learn-
ing principles: In practice, education is far ,from
achieving this goal because of the complex and ofteti
contradictory demands presently made og education.'

Dr. Losak continues by writing of the pressures on teachers

which are societally based and which must be considered if the tea-

cher is able tc' initiate changes using leap ping principles as a

John Losak, Learn_ j__.11 Theory and .L42Aiar:i Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla.: Nova University Press, 1974), p. 38.

23
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foundation .1

.7"

In essence, the first line of action demands that academicians

be made aware of the theoretical underpinning of a specific program,

i. e . the Social Communications class . The teacher - researcher

would then share' research information reporting the pluses and

minuses of such ventures in education. He or she may be covertly,
°

awareif not overtly, ware of the "outside" societal pressures on the

program and aware that these pressures still exist for all Who are

involved in the educational enterprise. These pressures create a

sort of accountability which, if properly administered or applied,

can .truly be healthy for higher education.

A brief sharing of theoretical perspectives and data about, a

human relations-social psychological group course is, hopefully,

the first step in creating an academic climate of scholarly debate

on a -learning approach. Even when a researcher has valid data to

support a thesis, to be overly optimistic might be premature, when

one considers this sziti-ifig-Thotew-titten- by -Losak:

In addition, conflicting philosophies of education,
more or less explicitly stated, frequently militate
against- broad application Of experimental findings . 2

(Italics mine.)
ti

1
Ibid.

2Ibid.

24
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THE RESEARCH OF SIGNIFICANT LITERATURE

1=6

Gestalt and Field Theory Beginnings
.. . , .J - .

The learning theory to be applied i's housed in the gestalt coil-
t: ..

cept and finds its roots ,in Kurt Lewin's field.theory, topological and

vector psychology and social psychology.

Hilgard and. Bower write in a third edition .of The es of

Learning that "gestalt psychologists can be fairly said to have been

only moderately interested in learning. This does not mean thgt

their few experimenti are without significance; it means only, that

they have considered the problems. of learning secondary ,to the
1

problems of perception."

Gestalt psychology has taken the general point of view that

the laws of organization which apply to perception can be equally
1applied to learning. A major concern of thth school of thought was

the degree of influence that experiences from the past would have

on present performance. "Because modification bit'. and through

experience is part of the very definition of learning, the gestalt

attitude toward, experience is important. It 3 The gestalteans explain
.

/

lErnest Hilgard and ;Gordon H. Bower, Theories of Learning
-(New York: Meredith Publishing Co., 1.966), 3rd ed., p. 238.

2Ibid., p. 235.
3Ibid., p. 236.
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pas' through a complex "doctrine of traces,." This doc-
\ "

trine is ,able to represent events that already occurred to the 'pre,
.

sent.\

k; The essential features -of the teory are: .(1) a trace
is assumed-which persists from a prior experience, so

*, that it...represents the past in the present; (2) a pre-
\sent process is also posited, one which can select, re-

aCtivate, or in some manner communicate with the
il trace; arid, (3) there is a resulting new .process of

re call or recognition .1 ,

>

Fbr the trace systeni to function a concept must be inter-

4jected explaining a process that occurs. That concept is the law of

.Pragnanz, 2 the "good" gestalt. Traces Of memory exist to help

solve a problem in the present, yet the problem soltiing undergoes

uchanges of a systematiC sort and it will be evidence against a

theory of mere connections weakening in time or inhibited by new

learning. Such changes as leveling and sharpening occur and per-

ceived figures are reporduced -differently.from the original model

(For example: a small circle with breaks in it will bec6me com-

plete and/or more symmetrical in a drawing from one's memory;

1
Ibid., p. 237.

2Pragnanz is a law of. equilibrium; a compactfullness; "Xnapp
and doch vielsagend"; compact but significant.

3Hilgard and Bower, p. 237.
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(0 when saw-toothed figure is reproduced it may have deeper and
0' --.; . Y .a

'e I

more prominent teeth, )
.- .

...

In the chaptet r entitled "Theories 4 Learning Based on Studies

Children, " Malcolm Knowles writes that most classi-
.

fications :place -.gestalt .psychology. "within the family of field theories,

theories which propose that the total pattern or field of forces,

stimuli, ,or events determine learning."1 'The field theorists believe.. -

it more profitable to. be concerned with the present. n2 This theory

group does not deny the past that has, made the individual the way

he or,she is, but "from a scientific point / of -view, " the field theo-

rist believes that it is better to study the individual as the peAo.n

he, or she is now, a person made up of those accumulated experi

ences Individuals' should not concern themselves with what was done

when "x" or "y" subject3 was learned. "The field psychologist

points out, ho'wev-er, that even with appropriate past experfence the

organism may not solve the problem if it is presented, one way ark!

may solve it if it is presented in another way. '14

1
Knowles, p. 25.

2Ernest Hilgard, Th'eories of Learning (New York:
Century-Croftt6, Inc.., 1948), 1st 16.

3.
'- Ibid.

Sid., p. 17.
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Kurt Lewin's Influence

ti

An applied behavioral scientist, Kurt Lewin, used principles

first, expounded by the gestalt school that he developed into a "topo-
1

,

logical theory of human motivation. central: to'this field theory2

was the concept,of 'life space' - -all the persons; events, ideas,

needs 'nd so on tl-at may, be influencing an individual at a given

point in time. It3

Although a member of the Berlin gestalt group, Kurt
Lewin early began to break new ground, especially in
studies of motivatioii. Lewin's is not, strictly sp,edking, f

' a psychology of learning. Only a Small frAion of -his
own work and that of his students is devoted to pro-

,- blenis of learning, but his conceptio behavioral 4r,

f dynamics are critical of many curren ,laeliefo about .

learning,. While the formulations are resented
as a theory of learning, they are releVant to such a ;

-theory. 4, I

In the Knowles chapter of "Theories of Le..1:ning...''the author .
.

. s -.:. .4
. ....

notes that "Kurt Lewin developed what he referrgd to specifically
5'

as a field theory. it5

1 Psychology 73/74 Encyclopedia (Connecticut: Dushkin Publish-
ing GroUp, Inc., 1973),. p. 147

2
Hilga rd, 1948, pi., 215.

3Psychology 73/74 Encyclopedia, p.

4Hilgard, 1948, p. 209.
5Knowles, p. 26.
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An. Introductory Literature
of Learning .Theory

e

0

The thread that ties together the learning theory cited thus far

is woven together in the,following way: The gestalt school houses

the field theory, which in turn produced Lewin's topological and

vector psychology with its concept of life space.

Lewin conceptualized each individual as existing in a
-life space in which many forces are operating. The
life space includes features of the environment to
which the individual is reacting--material objects he
.encounters and manipulates, people he meets, and
his private thoughts, tensions, goals, and fantasies.
Behavior is the product of the Interplay of these
forces, the direction and relative strength of which
can be portrayed by the geometry of vectors. Learn-
ing occurs as a result of a change in cognitive struc-

-tures'ffddiffed TiST- changes in two types of forces:
- (1) change in the structure of the cognitive field

itself, or (2) change in the internal needs or moti-
vation of the individual. Because of its emphasis
on the immediate field of forces, field theory places
more emphasis on motivation than any of the pre-
ceding learning theories. Lewin felt that success
was a more potent motivating .force than reward, and .
gave attention to the concepts of ego-involvement ..nd
level of aspiration as forces- affecting success .1

Knowles points to the gestaltists and particularly Lewin's

writing. as the relevant work that ties together learning theory,

'humanistic, and third-force theory . 2
i?

1Knowles, p. 25.
2Ibid.

2)
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It is this nonmetric geonietry of spaces (topology), a system

of mathematical -logic, that gives learning theory concepts of' "inside"
, . .

,
and "outside" and'." boundary." Hilgard notes that "sociologists have
,_ ..

long talked of` 'in groups' and 'out groups.' "1 It is in such a con-
.

- 2
ceptual way that.Lewin is using space'here.

1
..,, ..

Vectors are also borrowed from mathematics by Lewin. Vec-

tors are usually illustrated by arrows and .line lengths connoting

.,amo-tit.of force being exerted by the mea ;tired length of the line.

Conflict theory and conflict resolution as found in group. dynamics -

lend themselves to vector application.

Interestingly, the life space theme in Lewin's work is also

found in the writing of John Seeley's thoughts of a "society of
...

selves. u3 7

Hilgard describes Kurt Lewin's concept of life space:

The conception of life space is a plausible one.
It signifies that two people walking down the same
street are going different places, and worlds in .

which they are walking are to some extent differ-
ent worlds.4.

1Hilgard, 1948, p, 214.

2Ibid.

3John Seeley, "Social Psychology, Self and Society, Journal of
Applied Behavioral Science (Vol. 1, No. 4, 1965), p. 316.

4Ibid., p, 215.
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It is with the life space concept that hints of self-actualization occur.

Lewin's concept of life space touches upon the ideas of reality-

unreality. When the life space corresponds to the real world in

which the person interacts, he is said to be in touch with reality. 1

The concept also has a dimension of a "time perspective 112 which is

the exact factor being measured by the POI, a condition of

Shostrom's self-actualization test.

It is at this point in the learning theory literature- that the

reader finds the most fundamental concept of the POI test and the

T group process coming togethea'with the writings of Kurt Lewin.

In the argot of the T-group language, the co -.3ept is referred to as

"here and now. ft In the POI test it is called "time competency, "

and Lewin refers to this as "present 'life space. "

Perhaps even more forcefully than his gestalt col-
leagues, Lewin insisted that behavior depends upon
the present, 'not upon the past or the future. Past
events, like future events, do not exist. now, and
therefore in his sense, cannot have effects now.
While, past psychological fields a,. a part of the origin.
of the present field, their- relationship. to the present
is so indirect .tliat 4helr explanatory value is slight .3

1.
Ibid. , p. ,316

2Ibid.
, p. 317. Also see Larry K. Frank, "Time PerspectNes,"

Journal of Social Philosophy (Vol. 4, 1939).

3Hilgard, 1948, p. 317.
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Lewin was cognizant of his neglect of learning and takes, a

strong stance in regard to this neglect. "He says that learning

(i.e. the influence of the past on the present) has been much over-

emphasized, a reaction against earlier prescientific teleology
1 & 2

(i.e. the influence of the future on the present).

A further connection between gestalt, learning theory and the

- group via Kurt Lewin is seen in a Knowles' analysis. He writes:

"Since some of the strongest forces affecting an individual's psycho-

logical field are other people, Lewin became greatly interested in

group and 'institutional dynamics; and, as we shall see later,, t is

in this dimension of education that his strongest influence has been

felt. "3 Finally, much of this literature regarding learning theory

and gestalt which gicres birth to new areas of study is drawn to-

gether. "The most recent development in the field of theoretical

approach has appeared under several labels: phenomenological

iiilgard, 1948, p. 217.
2
An interesting note in the third edition of Hilgard and Bower:

"The chapter on Kurt Lewin has been dropped because of his views

on learning which have not been sufficiently influential in recent
I.years to justify this attention to them in context of learning theory...

Lewin's views are currently very much alive in social psychology."

3Knowles,,,p. 25.

.

3 2
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psychology, perceptual psychology, hurxianistic psychology, and

third'-force psychology.

The Radical Sociologists

. John Staude writes in his co-penned work, Humanistic Society,

of the new wave of younger sociologists who are now probing the

routine ground of everyday activities 2 and notes that their works

have taken on various names: ethnomethodology, neo-symbolic inter-

actionism (Erving Goffman), the sociology of the absurd, phenomen-

ological sociology (George Psathas), existential sociology (Edward

Tiryakian), and humanistic sociology. According to Staude this new

wave in the social and behaviordl sciences has now confronted the

established thoughts of Max Weber and his insistence on objectivity

in the social sciences and "value neutrality" in social research.

Concepts like "closure" from Kofkals more general law of

pragnanz are being fostered by these new sociologists. John Losak

1Knowles, p. 26.
2John R. Staude, "The Theoretical Foundations of Humanistic

Sociology," Humanistic Society: Today's Challenge to Sociology, ed.
Johii F. Glass and John R. Staude (Pacific Palizaides, Calif.:
Goodyear Publishing Co., 1972), p. 264.
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defines pragnanz as the tendency to good form perception.1 Ethno-
.

methodologists study not simply action but also the setting in which

action occurs or the "grounds" of action. 2 When that setting 'is ex-

plored, the routine activity of the human encounter, the taken-for-

granted activity which contains the unspoken meaning or assumed

activity, is engaged in or completed like broken dots connected in

the mind to create the image of a Straight or solid line. 3

Staude goes back to the writings and ideas of Harold Garfinkel

when he notes what an ethnomethodologigt. might ask:

How is it that people assume that if they say 'good
morning' to me, I will say 'good morning' to them?
Members of this school insist on the fact that the
so called reality of everyday life is actually a social
construction, a world of shared meanings which men
tacitly agree not to question in order to carry on
their ditty business.4

With this writing as just one example among many, a radical--

izing school of sociology has come about ushering in new attempts

at a beginning theory which sound amazingly similar to gestaltist

1
Losak, p. 17.

2Staude, pp. 264-265.
3Losak, p. 17
4Staude, p. 264.
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views . Verbiage used by both theories, such as "grounds and fields

of action, " are sure indicators of this connection. The sodial phen-

omenology of Max Scheler refers to no "inner" or !touter!, world,

just "my world as it presents itself in my awareness process."'

It is at this point that Scheler refers to the "here and now." Such

concepts of time amazingly resemble the Works of Maslow and

ShoStrom as they examine the actor becoming more time competent

and inner -dire cted .
1.

In a departure from traditional formats, The American

Sociologist dedicated half of an issue to a section entitled "Debate,"

which was an exchange solicited and printed between five sociolo-

gists, one being American SociOlogical Association President, v.

-Professor Lewis Coser, regarding his keynote convention address'

that focused attention upon eihnomethodology. In defense of the

approach, Donald Zimmerman writes that critics simply fail "to

grasp the distinction between the content of social interaction as it

is known to the participatns or to the conventional sociological ob-

server, on the one hand, and, on the other, the form of social

interaction that can be seen most clearly only when one suspends

concern for what people are doing and seeks to describe how they

35
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are doing it. This contrast illustrates one difference between

ethnomethodological and conventional sociology. It is precisely that
I)

"form" or "how" which unites ethnQmethodology and the training

process of the T group that is found in the Social Communications

course of this study. 2

A Brief Capsulation

In understanding this laboratory course, Sociology 290, Social

Communications, it is necessary to see its origins in' terms of the

basic behavioral science theory. The foundation of the approach

utilized in Sociology 290 is in gestalt theory and field th ory. Its

development. is continued by Kurt Lewin, who this writer believes to

be a major advocate through his work in vector and topological

psychology. A fundamental thought to all this is the concept of life

space and Lewin's insistance on Larry K. Frank's "time competency",

or "here and now." The concept of time competency is also a

major concern of the most human of the third-force 'theorists, A.

Maslow: It is Maslow''s concept of time that is measured in the

'Donald Zimmerman, "Fii/e Sdciologists in Search oftonsensus:
An Exchange on Coser's 'Two Methods in Search of a Substancet;---
Ethnomethodologists-.-A Reply to Professor Coser," The American
Sociologist (Vol.- 11, go. 1, Feb., 1976).

2Ibid.
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i/PO, an, instrument designed to understand self-actualization in in-

dividuals and serve as an instrument to generally measure positive

mental health. 1 It is E. 'Shostrom's POI that is utilized to measure,

change in the participants of Sociology 290.

Maslow as a Focus

g

Shostrom's POI has stimulated a wave of research into
2

Reisman's, Rogers', Pearls' and Maslow's humanistic concepts .

The POI consists of questions (value judgements) reflecting behavior

that is seen to be of importance in the development of the self-
3

actualizing individual.
1

1

Abrahain H. Maslow writes in his last manuscript (which was

published posthumously) a set of questions that gives the reader

quick insight into this paper's area of concern.

What does one do when he self-actualizes? Does
he grit his teeth and squeeze? What does self-,
actualization mean in terms of actual behavior,
actual procedure ? 4

1 Robert R: Knapp, The Measurement of Self-Actualization and
Its Theoretical Implications: A Report of Research Based on the
Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) (San Diego: -Educational and
Industrial Testing Service, 1971), p. 1.

2Ibid., p. 2.

3Ibid., p. 3.

4Abraham H. Maslow, The Farther Reaches of Human Nature
(New York: The Viking Press, 1971), p. 45.
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In answer to -these questions Maslow cites eight ways in which

one self-actualizes. First, it means to experience totally, to go at

a moment With full absorption, to forget shyness and to go at it

'whole hoe, to fully throw oneself into experiencing a moment.

"The key word for this is 'selflessly,' and our youngsters suffer.

from too little selflessness and too much self-consciousness, self-

awareness.

Second, self-actualization is an on-going process of making

choices, choices that are growth steps tiward "progression" or

"regression." The kinds of decisions an individual makes daily are

movements either toward being afraid, toward safety and toward

defense or, on the other side, decisions that are movements toward

,growth choices away from safety and defense.

Third, Maslow speaks of the self, and ,'emphasizes that the

subject is not "clay" but a human being with a temperament and a

self that must emerge. Maslow stresses that for movement toward

self-actualization, a "listening to the impulse voices" must occyr.

"Most Of ais, most of the time (and especially does this apply to

children,, young people), listen not to ourselves but to Mommy's

introjected voice or Daddy's -voice or to the voice of the

Ibid.

3S
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establishment, or the elders of authority, or of traditio."1 There

are times, according to Maslow, that man must look to the "sup:-

reme court" inside himself.

As a fourth way in which one can self actualize, Maslow sets

down

Frequently, when we are in doubt we are not honest.
Looking within oneself for many of the 'answers implies
taking responsibility. This matter of responsibility ha.6
been little studied. 'Yet it is an almost tarigible part of
psychotherapy. 2

Fifth, Maslow challenges the individual to dare to be different

a nonconformist, unpopular as opposed to being dishonest With one's

conversations. "to be courageous rather than afraid is another

version of the same thing. u3

..Sixth, self-actualization is both an on-going 'process and an

end p. uct. It means using one's gifts, i. e. intelligence, and going

through process of study /to do well what one wants to accomplish.

o
is to permit the person to set up moments when he or She can be

A seventh step toward self-actualization, according to Maslow,

"surprised by, joy, a transient moment for 'a peak experience . In

1
Ibid., p. 46.

.2
Ibid.

3' .`

Ibid., p. 47.

3 9
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t

covery can lead the person to an encountering of true potentialities.
Yy

An eighth step is identifying one's own hidden areas, one's
9

own defenses, "opening oneself up to. himself. 1 Maslow states-that

after the defenses are registered, one can find the courage to give

them up. Such a giving up .is painful since defenses haVe usually

been erected to hide The unpleasant. 2

Finally, the brief outline of the eight issues describing seif-
.

actualization by one of the major spokesmen of the humanistic or-

third-force psythologists becomes crystalized When Maslbw writes:

Put all these points together, and we see that self,-
actualization is not %a matter of one great moment.
It is not 'true that on Thursday at four o'clock the
trumpet blows and one steps into' the varitheon for-
ever and 'altogether. Self-actualization is a matter
of degree, of little accessions accumUlated one by
one. Too often our clients are inclined to wait for
some kind of inspiration to strike so that they can
say, At 3:23 on' this Thursday I became self-actualized!'
People seletted as self-actualizing subjects, people
who fit the criteria, go, about it in these little wags.
They listen to their own voices; they 'take responsi-
bility; they are, honest; and they work hard. They
find out who they are and what they care, not only
in terms of their mission in life, but also in 'terms
of the way their feet hurt when they wear such and
such a pair of shoes and whether they do or do'inot

1

Ibid., p. .47 k

2Ibid., pp. 48-49.
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like eggplant Or stay up all night; if they drink too
mtych beer., All this is what the,real ,self means .

They find their own 'biological natures, their congeni-
tal natures,, which are irreversible or difficult to
change.1

-*POI RESEARCH

Everett Shostrom writes about Maslow's* concept of self-

actualization -and the person who is attempting to be more fully

functioning, a person living a life that is enriched beyone the average

individual's life. He. references Carl Rogers' major texts, Client-
.,

Centered Therark and On Becoming a Person, as two outstanding

. works that also reflect the same idea. Shostrom continues by writ-

'ing that many in the therapeutic community "have felt the need for a

comprehensi measure of values and behavior that is seen to be of
I

importance i development of self actualization. II2 He states that

the POI was created to meet this need.

The bibliography surrounding the use of the POI is enormous.
-

Ninety-six articles have ,been published and 96 dissertations, papers

and unpublished 'articles have also

Ibid. , p.

en indexed as of March, 1973.

Everett L. ShOstrom, EdITS Manual for the Personal Orienta-
tion Inventory (POI): An Inventory for the Measurement of Self-
Actualization (San Diego: Educational and Industrial Testing Service,
1966), p. 5.
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A major attraction has been that the inventory can be employed in a

manner that shifts a tberapist-patient focus to the "client's level of

positive mental health. It is with this added dimension' in focus

that a perusial of the research literature will clearly show the length

and breadth of use to which this feedback instrument has been ap- #

plied.

The POI has been used in clinical ludies, counseling studies

(i. e. underachievement and grade-point average studies), studies of

faking, and response sets, correlational studies, factorial studies,

reliability and overall measures. of self-actualization, as well as

"results from populations of special interest (i.e. teachers, clergy-

men, nurses, adolescents, delinquent-felon populations and alco-

holics). Yet, the area of major interest and the limijs of this

project force the literature review to concentrate on those POI works

that directly relate to "sensitivity training and marathon-group per

formance. u3

Gary Cooper writes that -two primary research strategies have

been used in reporting evaluative outcomes from T-group training.

2
Knapp, pp. 2-16.

3 Ibid.
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The first strategy uses... "measures related to the expected out-

comes or using a wide variety of measures for the purpose of de-

tecting whatever changes do in fact occur, expected or not (Smith,

1969). fil The second strategy has been more widely used..."since

there have been few measures .a.vailable for assessing the kinds of

attributes ,associated with T-group training, particularly elements of
2

self-actualization. continues by attesting that .a recent

development by Shostrom now provides measures of various aspects

of self-actualization, yet "it has been used almost exclusively in
. -clinical settings. ft3 For a more detailed review of this part of the

research literature the work, "T-group Training: Before and After,"
4

should be inspected.

POI Research and the T Group

In a special research report by Robert Knapp, nine studies

that are reviewed touch upon sensitivity training, T groups, marathon

1 Gary L. Cooper, "T-group Training and Self-Actualization,"
Psychological Reports (Vol. 28, 1971), p. 391. (Also note the Smith
reference to P.B. Smith, "Improving Skills in Working with People
in the T Group" (London: Department of Employment and Produetivity,
1969).

2Ibid.,

3lbid.
4Gary L. Cooper and L.L. Mangham, "T-gi-oup Training:

Before and After," Journal of Management Studies (1970), pp.224-
239.
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groups and the Personal Orientation Inventory. The first of these

works cited originally appeared in the Journal of Counseling
. ,

Psychology, (1970), by J. F. Guinan and M.L. Foulds entitled

"Marathon Groups: Facilitatory of Personal Growth'?" The ab-

stracted findings reported "changes, on the POI scale scores follow-

inging a marathon. group experience. The population was classified
1

as relatively "normal" college students who volunteered for a 30-
9 ,

hour weekend marathon experience. The results were compared with
.

a control sample Of volunteers. All 12 mean POI scores for the ex-

perimental group changed in a positive direction with seven of the
...

12 scores reaching significance. Those significant scores were on

scales I, Ex, Fr, S, Sa, A and C. (No change was noted on the

second major scale, Tc. ) The data was reported -comparing group

pre- and postexperimental scores .

An additory observation of the study showed that the authors

found that students volunteering for the experiment (a personal

growth experience-marathon group) are depicted as less self-
..

actualized, more qther directed, less spontaneous, having lower

self-regard and self-acceptance and having difficulty (to a greater

degree than the control group) in establishing interpersonal relation-

ships .'

1 Knapp, p. 7.
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Robert Knapp writes about a 1968 study conducted by S.A.

Culbert, J.V. Clark and H.K. Bobele, They report in the Journal
c

of Counseling Psychology that university students whose POI scores

are lower than average (as norm referenced) at the beginning of a

sensitivity-training experience resulted in "significantly higher POI

scores on four scales: I, S, Sy, and C.1,1 (Again no change could

be noted on the Tc Scale.) Culbert, Clark and Bobele also report

that with another group holding high abovelLaverage self-actualizing

scores, no significant change occurred although 10 of the 12 changes

favored the negative direction. On this data the statement was made

that "initial level [s] of self-actualization as measured by the POI

would appear to be an important consideration in studies of change

resulting from various group-training techniques. 2

The Knapp monograph continues by reporting on a 1969 year-

long project under Title III ESEA, by the Overton County Board of

Education, Livingston, Tennessee. The project report by J. N.

Flanders states that significant change toward self-actualization for

90 teachers occurred in a year-long sensitivity-training program.

1
S.A. Culbert, J.V. Clark and H.K. Bobele, "Measures of

Change Toward Self-ActUalization in Two Sensitivity Training Groups,"
Journal of Counseling Psychology (Vol. 15), 1968, pp. 53-57.

2Knapp, p. 7.
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Changes between the pre- and post-training administrations of the

POI were recorded on eight of 12 scales- for the educators who

participated.

In the Journal of Applied Behavioral Science the work of

Rueveni, Swift and Bell shows increases in POI scores for unique

population: 13 mental health workers and community workers who

attended a 9-week training program. "The T groups focused on

(a) teamwork, 0 interpersonal communication, (c) clarification of

roles, arid (d) provision of a Context for learning from the variety

of experiences in the participants' daily work. "1

The results of pre- and postscores on the POI resulted in an

increase in the measure on the Tc Scale for eight of the 12 students

and for students in inner-directedness, the I Scale. Increases were

biso measured on the Ex and S scales for 12 of the 13 students

measured. A majority of the students were reported to have in-

creased on C, Sy, A, Nc, Sa and Fr scales. Although the Rueveni

et. al. report refers to the training program as a T group, the

group only met for two hours once a week with only one hour of the

two being a "microlab, which focused on the process of

lUri Reuveni, Marshall Swift and Albert A. Bell, II, "Sensitivity
Training: Its Impact on Mental Health Workers," The Journal of
Applied Behavioral Science (Vol. 5, No. 4), 1969, p. 600.
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communication and interaction.

W. Brendan Reddy placed 72 subjects into six basic HRST

groups. Three groups met in a 10-day intensive residential labora-

tory, and three groups met in a two- and- one-half hour ten-week

laboratory., The basic- laboratory approach followed a NTL model

for human-relations, sensitivity-training groups. Data was collected

through the correlation of the pre- and post-POT and William Schutz's

FIRO-B. It was found that a variable existed between intensive and

nonintensive group composition. But a more crucial variable was

the affection variable: greater POI results occurred in those parti-

cipants whose FIRO-B scores were in opposition to the group com-

patibility mean. In other words, if the group mean on the FIRO-B

suggested closeness, the member's score that deviated from the

mean toward avoidance made the greater gain toward self-actualiza-
2tion. The Reedy study seems to support the Harrison and Lubin

studies which suggested that learning groups be compared in such a

way to promote elements of support and confrontation in order to

'Ibid., p. 601.

2W.
Brendan Reddy, "BRIEF REPORTS I.: Interpersonal Com-

patibility and Self-Actualization in Sensitivity Training," The Journal
of Applied Behavioral Science (Vol. 8, No. 2), 1972, pp. 237-240.
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bring about maximum learning for all members of the experience.1

4

1 -
Roger Harrison and Bernard Lubin, "Personal Style, Group

Composition, and Learning - -Part I and Part II," The Journal of
Applied Behavioral Science (Vol. 1, No. 3), 1965, pp. 286-301.
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES AND METHODOLOGY

CHAPTER INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the way in which this study has been conducted

will be demonstrated. The chapter will be begunwith a brief re-

statement of the research question, followed by a full treatment of

"The Limitations of the Study." The next section, entitled "Basic

Assumptions," will deal with some underlying assumptions not fully

tested here but accepted for the purposes of conducting this investi-

gation. The chapter will be continued with two major sections:

(1) "Procedures for Collecting Data, It containing an explanation of

the prototype laboratory design and pilot test, followed by the final

c,laboratory design with its new population source and the instrument
x.rutilized; and, (2) "Procedures for Treating the Data," containing

statistical' techniques for data treatment. The writer will conclude

the chapter with a summary statement.

Restatement of the Question

The purpose of this study is to test for behavioral change in

;participants who enrolled in a basic model of a semi-intensive,

A9
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human relations training course, Social Communications,_ at the
4 .

College of Du Page. The course objectives are in the area of third-

force theory, and the course's focus is on affective learnings as

assessed for the purpose of this study in E. Shostrom's POI: The

two main areas to be measured by the POI are time competency (Tc)
4

and inner-directedness (I). The measurement will take place by/
comparing a group mean pres core to a group mean posts core con

the Tc,, and I scales .

.-/

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

4 , .

Depending on the nature of each specific study as well as the

overall goal of a work, this section can be found in different. places

with differing levels of importance. It has been-purposely placed in
s,

this chapter to emphasize the close relationship between limits and

design questions.
I

Statistics in the Social Sciences

The social science literature warns that statistical tools used

alone have a limited usefulness. Regarding this point, it must be

said that a major assumption of this proposal is that statistical

analysis facilitates social research. Yet, this proposal must also

contain a comment regarding the limitations of statistical tools. In-

stitutional and discipline concerns have been noted regarding the

50 .
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limitations of a statistical tool in a specific setting and with a unique

test. In this case the measurement of behavioral phenomena will be

found in the College of DuPage's Sociology 290 mass using the POI.

A major writing in the behavioral science resrrch sector

comes from Bernard S. Phillips who writes:1 "Behavioral scientists

utilize statistics primarily in order to perform tests of significance

between pairs of variables. 1,1 Phillips then totes that "this approach

can easily degenerate into analysis without synthesis." He elaborates

upon this point by showing that a "narrow interest in minute aspects"

occurs while the researcher loges sight of the larger context. 2

He continues write about, the limitations of statistical testing by

stating: "A its worst, a focus of analysis leads to a kind of com-

partmentalization of the mind analogous to a specialization among

disciplines which erects barriers to communication--which leads it

to locate statistical significance but miss genuine significance.

The methodological issue becomes of even greater importance

when it is viewed in regard to the specific nature of this study.

1 Bernard S. Phillips, Social Research Strategy and Tactics
(New York: The Macmillan Co., 1966), 2nd ed., p. 322.

2
Ibid.

3
Ibid.
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"The' humanistic social scientist argues that the data of the social

sciences is qualitatively differetit from those of the natural sciences,

and that very different rrfethods must be eniployed to study social

reality." 1

Limits of Controls

This study is an applied research project, \ an approach that
,has built-in limitations which Ore accepted here f\cr the purpose of

gaining advantages from an action-oriented approach to research.

For a moment it may be appropriate to refer to Fredrick Goodman's

thoughts on applied research, particularly on the Word' "practicum":

Here is a term which conjures up a very spedialized .

existence half way between the theory of scholol and the
practice of job. It implies; think, supervised, per-
haps even collective, practice . 2'

Controling extraneous variables when applying this practicum to

the job of classroom teaching is somewhat more difficult than such

Staude, p. 264.
2 In this quote Dr. Goodman was attempting to illustrate

the uniqueness of the term " practicum" for purposes. different than
those in this study. Yet, it still serves this study well as an 'auth-
Oritative clarification of a nontraditional research style? Taken from
a special' chapter, ;"The Role and Functiori ofthe Thesaurua in
Education," by Dr. Fredrick Goodman, ERIC, Thesaurus of ERIC
Discriptors (New York: CCM Information Corp., 1970), p. 11.

b
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application and control in the experimental laboratory of the psycho-

logist or irk the laboratory of the natural scientist. Although it is

acknowledged that a number of variables will effect the purity of the
:.era

field design, the limitations and controls must, nonetheless,, be re-

lated so that the reader may determine the applicability of th re-

search to individual, intellectual curiosity.

In a discussion of cause and effect, J. Simon notes that:

"Nature usually does not arrange her experiments as systematically
4".

as a researcher would, and therefore, the evidence is harder to.

interpret. The application of the T group (via the Social Communi-
-Nr

cations course) has been designed .to be the major independent vari-

able,
ski

able, with the dependent variable being the change observed in the

post-POI administration. Yet, there are a number of "natural" in-.

fluences that should be cited: (1) the time lapse between the 'pre-.

and post-test; (2) the frames of reference of the respondents during

the pre- and post-test that might be extraneous to the experience;

and, (3) the lack of an identical control group of students that

would not haire exposure to the intervening independent variable of
2

the T group.

1Julian L. Simon, Basic Research Methods' in Social Science:
The Art of Empirical Investigation (New York: Random House, 1969),
pi 121_z,,There is a POI literature referring to control group types in a
.general college population conducted by previous researchers, (Knapp).
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A major limitation of the stur'y is the lack of Previously tested

groups of similar design that could be, found in the human relations

literature so that a possible benchmark comparison could be attemp-

ted. Also as the course design varies from one instructor-trainer

to another, it can be empirically observed that the participatory
0

groups appear to vary from one college class group to another.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The 'major assumption of this work is that the measures of

self-actualization as found in E. Shostrom's POI are applicable to

human relations sensitivity training as .found in the Social Communi-

cltions course at Omega College in the College of DuPage It is

believed that the two major scales (Tc and I) on the POI dealing

with "here and now" and "the locus of interaictionI will adequately

measure the affective change hypotheses to be tested in this sociology

course.

PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTING DATA

In the following chapter, Chapter IV, data resulting from this

study and research design Will be discussed. Before the final design

can be reported, a description of the prototype laboratory design and

its administration must first be viewed. .

5
I
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Prototype Laboratory Design

Two Social Communications courses were researched in a pilot

project, both courses following the same agreed upon design model

initiated by a four-person training staff that was working totally in-

concert with one another. Once the staff agreed on the initial format

their focus shifted to specific steps to be taken to meet the course

objectives through the format design.
NThe format design contained two small groups. The minimum

group size- wad eight and the maximum size was 12. One senior

trainer and on co-trainer worked together in each group in an equal

status position. ne obvious difference was that both co-trainers

were cronologically younger and, although highly skilled, their ap-

parent age created a stereo-typical junior identification inside the

groups.)

The format design's time sequence was as follows: Friday

evening; 6:30 p.m. to 11;30 p.m.; Saturday; 9:30 a. ill. to 11:30 p.m.;

and Sunday, 9:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. On the following weekend, these

times were repeated except for Sunday's sghedu.le, when the last

hour was reserved for a "wrap-up" and volunteer post-POI test.

Both groups followed the same time sequences in terms of

breaks,: meals, starting a ,day and Concluding an evening. Both

groups would, therefore, be part of a general and larger laboratory
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working toward a common set of learning goals and sharing some

large-group experiences (i.e.: community le cturettes, testing newly-

acquired small group learnings and skills with The members of the

"other" group who would have, as planned, little personal data 'on

the participant).

The pilot laboratory, containing two groups, was held in an

off-campus location. The rationale followed the lead of social
A

psychological theory which suggests change would be facilitated in a

^§ho-rt time span if the groups are isolated from back-home inter-

ruptions during each daily session.

The operational assumption was: if each group (although'

taming different human beings from different social conditions) were

organized in a similar fashion with similarly controlled extraneous

variables, the overall results could be generalized to each of these

two groups in this pilot laboratory.

In the prototype class and POI test, tos many conditions were

left unexplained in terms of internal and face validity. Carter ood

elaborates upon this general Point: "As to internal validity, certain

classes of extraneous variables, if not controlled in the experimental

design, might pro1uce effects confounded with the effects of the ex-

/ perimental stimulus. "1 While the study can not be ,referred to as a
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purely experimental study, the Good referericel appears to apply in

this instance. Below are some issues found in the prototype (first)
1study that were changed in the following and second Social Communi-

cations course reported in detail in this paper:

1. As in the first case, the two groups running simultaneously

introduced too many trainer differences in each group, increasing

testing difficulty.

2. The stimulus of moving from the campus was empirically

reported to be a positive factor, but it also increased testing diffi-

culty.

3. The last hour "wrap-up" and test administration schedule

was clearly discussed at the beginning of the course and before

student registration as pak of the overall program. This reduced

test anxiety and removed uneasiness about grades to be given and

reduced the need to hurry through the post-POI (as was the case in

the administration of the pretest.). It also increased the overall

N to 100 per cent participation in the POI.

4. Although the second and final laboratory design was a

replica of the prototype, it was modified to include only one group

1
Carter V. Good, Introduction to Education Research: Method-

ology of Design in the Behavioral and Social Sciences (New York:
Appleton-Century Croft, 1963), p. 451.
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(as opposed to the prototype which contained two groups ). This

change in design- was made because the dynamics between the two

groups in the prototype could not be easily repeated and because

intergroup interactions affected intragroup changes which were being

measured. Therefore, in the second and final laboratory the vari-

able of this stimuli being interjected by the interaction of two groups

needed to be eliminated.

The Final Laboratory Design

The final course design that was researched in this paper

through the POI instrument contained 13 participants, working to-

gether over two weekends, six days in all. One instructor-trainer

served as the facilitator. No co-trainer assisted (as in the proto-

type) which resulted in the elimination of problems of trainers'

differences.

The trainer had conducted T groups with college groups for

10 continuous years. The professionals' approach was sociological

and the background training was rooted in an NTL-influenced, aca-

demic graduate curriculum. The leader-facilitator accepted the

original prototype design with few modifications. (This was due to

that person's inclusion at the earliest stage of this study's research.)

The course was moved back to a campus facility and this
allowed for one less extraneous variable which could not be tested

5R
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for or which might influence POI administration and overall time

pressure. The campus facility was a carpeted lounge designed to

have the comforts of an informal home living room setting. This

s etting was believed to be important because it stressed an adult,

nonclassroom environment, which had a re-enforcing potential of a

nonchildlike approach to learning. Malcolm Knowles writes extens-

ively about this subjeCt. "The physical environment requires pro-

vision for animal comforts (temperature, ventilation, easy access to

refreshments and rest rooms, comfortable chairs, adequate light,

good acoustics, ect.) to avoid blocks to learning. 1,1 Knowles con-

t±nues: 4,

Just as we have witnessed in the decade a growing
concern for the quality of our environment for living,
so during the same period there has been increasing
concern among educators for the quality environments
for learning. From the ecological psychologists we
have begun to obtain valuable information ab6ut the
effects of the physical properties of environment on
learning. The social psychologists have taught us
much about the effects of the human environment- -
especially the quality of interpersonal relations . 2

In the same work Knowles refers to the study in adult educa-

tion by A. Tough which discriminates between child learners and

1

Knowles,' p. 103.

2Ibid.

v1
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adult learners. Tough notes not only what and why adults

learn, but how they learn:

Through group and individual methods, many adults
now set out to increase their self-insight, their aware-
ness and sensitivity with other persons and their inter-
personal competence. They learn to 'listen to them-
selves,' to free their body and their conversations from
certain restrictions and tensions, to take a risk, to
be open and congruent. , Attempting to learn this sort
of knowledge and skill seemed incredible to most
people 20 years ago. Great changes in our conception
of what people can and should set out to learn have
been created by T groups, the human potential move-
ment, humanistic psychology and transpersonal psy-
chology. 1

Thus, the T-group approach and the adult setting were maintained

and preserved.

4)

The POI Instrument

The Personal Orientation Inventory was designed. by Everett

L. Shostrom. Encouragement to construct the inventory came from

Abraham Maslow and conceptual assistance and development under-

lying the inventory came from Frederick Per ls. Other outstanding

scholars involved in the instrument design are Wayne Zimmerman

in statistics and George Back in the development of scale A, "Ac-
,,2

ceptance of Aggression. The POI's original developmental function

1A. Tough, The Adult's Learning Projects (Toronto: Institute
for Studies in Education, 1971), p. 42.

2EdITS Manual, p. 4.
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was to assess the "self-actualizing pe'rson--a person who is more

fully functioning and lives a more enriched life than does the aver-

age person. ul

The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) was created
to niee this need. The POI consists of 150 two-choice
comparative' value, and behavior judgements. The items
are scored twice, first for two basic scales of per-
sonal orientation, ,inner-directed support (127 items)
and time competency (23 items) and second for ten
subscales each of which measures a conceptually im-
portant element of self-actaalization. 2

The 10 subscales of the POI are as follows: (1). SAV Scale,

self-actualizing value; (2) Ex, existentiality; (3) Fr, feeling re-

activity; (4) S, spontaneity; (5) 'Sr, self-regard; (6) So, self-

acceptance; (7) Nc, nature of man; (8) Sy, synergy; (9) A, accep-

tance of aggression; and (10) C, capacity for intimate contact.
..

Although the data that might result from subs cales is not
'N. .

considered part of the two major hypotheses, it is believed to be

important of the overall study and the results will be reported in a

section containing "residual findings."

1
Ibid., p. 5.

2Ibid.
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PROCEDURES FOR TREATING THE DATA

The data will be collected from the 13 participant's test admin-

istered at the beginning and conclusion of the Social Communications

course. It will be returned in raw scores on each of the scales to

be examined. The two major scales to be examined will be the Time

Competency Scale (Tc) and the Inner-Directed Scale (I).

A group mean score will be calculated from the raw data on

the POI pre- and post-I scale administrations. The two mean scores

will be compared using the t test.

The "t test for correlated means" will be used to compare the

. differences between each of the pre- and postsamples.

The difference between the means = =

2.
2" t - rtrx 6y

N

If the pre and post-POI mean scores for the individuals in each

sample on a ,specific scale (Tc and I) do not differ significantly, the

appropriate null hypothesis (No. 1 or No. 2) will fail to be rejected

and the appropriate alternate hypothesis is to be examined (No. 3 or

No. 4).

1 The statistical package consulted was Compucorp r-#8801565A.
The identifying author was Brady. The program was enl.ed "T Test
for Correlated Means."
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SUMMARY STATEMENT
a

This chapter restated-the research question. It dealt with the

limitations of the study from the viewpoint of the behavioral and

social scientist. The issue''of applied research and its relationship.

to this paper's methodological approach followed, leading into some

specific and natural limitations found here. Some basic assumptions

were looked at concerning the use of the POI. The prdcedures for

collecting the data based upon the prototype and the resulting find-

i ngs from that model lead to the final design and use of the POI.

The section ended with the treatment discussed and statistical

formula reported.
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CHAPTER IV

DATA RESULTING FROM THE STUDY

CHAPTER INTRODUCTION

This chapter includes data from the t test with a calculation

of the degrees of freedom, followed by the decision rules regarding

the hypotheses. The results are reported as well as additional re-

s idual findings.

The t test for correlated means was used to test for the two

null hypotheses and two alternate hypotheses reported in Chapter I.

A pre- and post-POI were administered to the group and data was

returned as measured on the two major scales: time competency

(Tc) and inner-directedness (I). Each scale sample yieldedi data that

either failed to reject or did reject the Ho in each specific case.

DATA RESULTS

Calculating the DF

The ;degrees of freedom (df) are calculated as follows:
df N - 1

12 13 1

57
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Decision Rules
.

For 12 df with a probability, value(a) at .05 with the normal

curve for a two:tail test Iza) at 1.96, the t statistic would be cal-

culated at 2.18 or: tcrit 2.18. The decision rules are as follows:
t

C

if t
obs

2.18, accept Ho; if t obs 2.18, reject Ho in each. case

so as to reject each null hypothesis ._

Data Findings

s.

)

__....,.

The sample mean group score on the Tc Scale from the first

administration that occurred, before the students particird in the

Social Communications course was 16.00. The sample mean group
.-

.7

score recorded on the Tc Scale resulting from taking the POI after

the Social Communications course was 18.07. After calculation, the

t-test output resulted in a t statistic of 2.608 giving a a. score of . 03.

The m score for the I Scale on the pre-POI was 83.23. The ,

mean for the I Scale was 90.38. The t statistic at reported was

2.302 that yielded a a between the .05 and .02 level.

TABLE III
TWO MAJOR SCALES SUMMARIZED

Tc Scale I Scale

Pre in 16.00
Post m 18.07
T obs N 2.61

. 02>Pc 05

66

83.23
90.38

20.30
. 02 >P( 05

A
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, Results

According to the. decision rules, the null (Ho) hypothesis for

Tc was rejected at the .05 level of significance.

According to the decision rules, the null (Ho) hypothesis for I

was also rejected at the :05 level of significance

RESIDUAL DATA

Ten ,jsubscales appear on the POI. Additionally the .data was

collected from the pre-' and postadministration 'and calculated to

show additional output. Two additional scales showed results at less

than .05 leml of p: feeling reactivity and self-acceptance.

The two scales which reported results between the .10 and .05

level were spontaniety and synergy. Capacity of intimate contact and

self-regard were recorded between the .20 to .10 level. Data were

recorded without a hint of trend for the Ex, Nc and A scales. A

full tabulation follows:

TABLE IV
P LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE BETWEEN PRE- AND POST-POI

Scales a Scales a
Tc S ..67 Sr < :TT
I <.05 Sa <.01
SAV < .20 Nc ,< .50
Ex < .40 Sy <.10
Fr <.05 A <.50
S < .10 C < .20
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The POresults have been reported traditionally over a set

of scales copyrighted by EdITS in 1965. A similar, yet different,

illustration is reported here for reader comparison. It shows a car-
,

relation of mean scores before the independent variable of the
.. .

T-group course and after the variable was introduced.

I SAV

TABLE V

GROUP MEAN SCORES
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Individual Ratio Scores

Of some interest to the reader is the additional residual data

from the two major scales,4 Tc and I. This data additionally was

calculated for possible later treatment over the major' factors "time"

and "support ." A time .incompetent s core was calculated from the

POI test. This s core was divided into itself and the time competent

score, resulting in a ratio of time use and efficiency (one hour

time incompetent to eight hours competent).

TABLE VI

T1 : Tc Time ratio

1 : 8 Ratio is calculated as an ideal

The mean time ratio score was 1 : 4.4 at the beginning of the

T group, and the postmean ratio score was 1 : 6.7 at the end of

the experience.

The support ratio was calculated the same way with the ideal

ratio being one to three (one part othe,^ directed to every three

parts inner - directed.

TABLE VII

0 : I Support ratio

1 : 3 Ideal support ratio
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The participants' pretest support ratio score for inner and

other directedness was 1 : 2.44. The ratio score after nine

and the introduction of the independent variable was 1 : 2.77'

I

7 0

I
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

4 PREFATORIAL INTRODUCTION

Tradition 1 learning theorists have found little room in their

literature fort e approach to education that has been examined in

this work. Ins ead, they have ushered the concepts of third-force

theory and ,hu anistic sociology over to the subfield of social psy-

chology.

This tudy's literature section contains a unique attempt to

mesh the co ceptual tenets that exist in learning theory together with

the "accept ble" gestalt wing of Kurt Lewin's field theory of topo-

logical and vector psychology. Malcolm Knowles acknowledges that

Lewin and the gestaltists gave birth to the concepts of life space,

humanisti and third-force theory. It is the humanistic movement in

psychology and sociology which ties together the writings of Maslow,

Garfinke , Psathus and newcomers like John Staude and John Glass,

that fin ily produces the theoretical underpinnirig (from a learning

theory perspective) for human relations training and T groups in

sociol gy courses.

63
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THE APPLIED WORK' REVIEWED

4 This study attempts to examine one curriculum example of an

application of third -force and humanistic theory by moving from the

world of the abstract to applied research. It examines an avant

garde course offeringtat the College of Du Page, Omega College, in

undergraduate sociology curriculums entitled Social Communications

(Sociology 290), which is an application of the human-relations,

sensitivity-training, T-group approach with the purpose of increasing

one's ability to interact in human group settings .

The inspection of this course is accomplished through the

administration of an 150-question inventory designed by E. Shostrom,

which is based upon the concepts set forth by a leading third-force

theorist, Abraham Maslow. The inventory sets out to measure self-

actualization and has been used extensively in therapy as a positive

indices to examine mental health. An emerging literature is now

evolving in which the POI is being used in human relations situations .

The two factors measured in this practicurn were: (1) behavioral

change as shown by the group m score on the Time Competency

Scale; and, (2) behavioral change as shown by the group m score

on the scale measuring for locus of controi-support.
o

1 2
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The POI was administered to two separate populations. 'After

the first population was taken through the research design, a revised
/

design was constructed. The inventory was again administered with

the revised design approach and a new class population.
. eix3The major null hypotheses were in two categories: (1) There

will be no difference in each statistical, group's pre- and post-test

mean .scores on the POI measuring time competency; and (2) There

will be no,difference in each(statistical group's pre-and post-test

mean scores on the POI measuring support.

The lengthy inventory was administered to 13 sample subjects

(s) before the course began. The subjects then participated in a

semi-intensive, nonresidential, T-group experience over' two con-

secutive weekends (six days in all). Nine days after the first admin-

istration of the inventory, the POI was readministered.

The data returned significant results after a t test was per-

formed on the two major scales. The data revealed significant

changes over the two scales 'measuring: (1) an individual's ability

to utilize time in the present as shown on the Time Competency

Scale; and, (2) an individual's °ability, not to be overly directed by

others as shown on the Inner-Directed Scale.

The probability level Ot for the Tc Scale was. .02 and the

for the I.Scale was between .02 and .05. The two null hypotheses
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were rejected at CY .05 (12 df).

Residual data showed change to occur on the two ratio

scores measuring one's ability to use "time" well and one's ability to

find a balance between "inner" and "other" directedness. In each

case, after the introduction of the independent variable, the ratio

score moved closer t6-/What Shostrom termed an ideal ratio norm:

The time incompetent and time competent ratio mean scores

moved from 1 : 4.4 to 1 : 6.7 with an ideal ratio score being 1 : 8.

The other-directed and inner-directed mean ratio scores moved

from 1 : 2.4 to 1 : 2.7 with an ideal norm considered to be 1 : 3.

Residual findings for a t statistic at 12 df arebetween a

probability of .20 and .10 on three subscales: SAV, Sr and C. For

12 df at a probability value of .10 to .05, residual findings were

reported on two subscales: S and Sy. And for 12 df at a level of

significance of .05 or lower, residual findings are recorded for two

subscales: rFr and Sa. tea

Significance

The literature search showed that little has been reported re-

garding the application of the POI instrument for self-actualization

with the use of such change ventures as the T group. Less still has

been found in the literature concerning the application of the POI to

7 4
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the 'T group for undergraduate academic curriculums.

The literature search did uncover one use of a pre- and post-

POI in a small group situation that met the definition of an intensive

or semi-intensive T group. This was W. B. Reddy's study following

the basic NTL model for human relations training. Yet, even in the
. /Reddy study, the POI data is not fully reported but is used to

correlate a self-actualization factor with another factor measured

by applying William Schutz's FIRO-B instrument. In other words,

this study differs from the Reddy study in that this study reported
&

POI results administered on a pre- and postbasis to a semi-intensive

T group and the T group was used as an instructional vehicle in a

college curriculum. Few attempts of this type have been reported.

The data as reported showed change in the time competency
,

perspective from the moment of preadministration of the POI to the

moment of postadministration of the POI. The t score was judged

significant at the .02 level. In essence, subjects moved to higher

degrees of time competency, living more in the present than in the

paSt or future.

In the general area of measurement dealing with a subject's

locus of control, subjects showed statistically significant improve-

ment. They became more independent and self-supportive as opposed

to dependent, seeking support of others' views (as demonstrated by
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the I Scale value of .between .05 and .02).

The Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook, edited by

O.K. Buros, gives this critical account of the POI and yet reinforces

the data reported in thiS paper:

In summary, the POI lacks some desirable proper-
ties as an inventory because of the rather pervasive
item overlap in its subscales. However, its two
major scales, time competence and inner-support,
are free, of this ptoblem if used by themselves .1

Therefore, the residual data will not be discussed in this section of

"Significance."

Significance for the College of DuPage

Since a major function of this work is to tie theory and re-

search to a, specific institution's need, this section will briefly in-

dulge in a :discussion of the results of this study at the College of

DuPage. efully, those outside this community might also find

this data useful when considering similar approaches to other institu-:

tions.

This work has served as a response to a requested curricu-
0

lum review of a specific sociology course at Omega College, in the

College of DuPage, Glen Ellyn, Illinois . It has attempted to shed

light on an approach to education that sits .solidly in the affective
IThe Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook, ed. O.K. Buros

.(Highland Park, N.J. : The Gryphon Press, 1972), p. 292.
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domain, yet not to the exclusion of cognitie matter. It has docu-

mented that behavioral change does occur from the moment of en-
.

rollmento to the moment of exit for the specific group of students

under study.

Hopefully, this work will serve', as one step among ;.lany

which will help other instructors at the College of DuPage gain an

insight into the sociology of small groups. A find line in learning

theory, which artificially (yet usefully) parts social psychology into

two disciplines as well as theoretical units, needs to be bridged.

It is also hoped that the path which connects small groups, counsel-

ing psychology and learning theory is now a little better lit at the

college, especially since a number of courses in humanistic educa-

tion have been housed for years in various discipline areas at this

institution. (It should not be left unmentioned that similar humanistic_
st,

educational endeavors are appearing in the curriculums of business,

management, speech and anthropological classes at other college in-

stitutions. )

Specific Outcomes

1. This project has served as part of a required review in

Omega College, a unit of the College of DuPage.
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2. This report has been shared with discipline colleagues

for future instructional purposes. It has been one step of a necessary

set of actions to communicate course content to faculty.

3. It will be made available through the College of DuPage

Learning Resources Center for interested students and members of

the community.

4. In an early stage, it was made part of the College Of

DuPage' Office of Institutional Research Service Program.

5. It has been made available for members of the college

who teach similar courses in other fieldS.

6. It has resulted in a further redesigning of Social- Communi-

cations. This will hopefully result in an increaire, use of specific

learning theory, as well as an increased use of advocacy'positions

in approaches to education (Knowles).

Limitations of the Study

It might be useful .to once more restate and discuss some
1

problems found. The data was collected on one group at the College

of Du Page, a community college in the Midwest, located outside of

Chicago. The narrowness of the draw of the population sample

makes it difficult for the data to be generalized to other community

college students. The data must repeatedly be collected at the
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College of Du Page so that the sample can be enlarged before the

data can be projected to other populations. This work might serve

as a pilot for further statistical ventures .

Another concern (although not unique to this POI study) is the

nature of the student's "backhome" situations 'between the times of

the two POI administrations. (Admittedly, one participant was en-
,

countering marital difficulties during this time and it is impossible

to tell how much this played a part on the lowness of that person's

seore. ) The precautions of a field study were mentioned in this

work and must be re-emphasized at this time.

Further Studies

T-group experiences are unfolding on college campuses at a

rapid rate, and the popular 'and scholarly literature admittedly states

that little is being done to research these efforts. What must begin

is a description of specific, humanistic education courses followed

by a larger number of evaluations of these programs through instru-

ments such as the POI. Yet, these evaluations will be worthless un-

less the classroom T-group design approach and degree of intensity

of the groups are shared.
3

Hopefully, later attempts such as W. Reddy's study wilk occur

in an elaborate form, measuring and correlating specific growth
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factors of learning experiences so that teachers in the field can re-

design their approaches in an attempt t8 aid the client and student

in their growth outcomes.

This applied project has rejected the null hypothesis for the

time competence factor and for the inner- vs. othdr-directed factor

(support and locus of control). Further study of the. two alternate
0

hypotheses is now in order.

I
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